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INTRODUCTION
We live in a video-first world.
People watch video - lots of video! According to Cisco, video will make up 82% of
consumer online traffic by 2021.
It’s an incredible statistic, to be sure - and one that demonstrates the profound ways in
which video has impacted the way we live our lives.
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This growing fascination with all things video can be attributed, at least in part, to
human nature. As LinkedIn Senior Manager for Content Marketing Sean Callahan puts
it, “people cannot resist sight, sound and motion - it’s an evolutionary thing.” Couple
that innate desire to see, hear and experience with unprecedented advances in
technology over the last decade, it’s no wonder that video has completely transformed
the online world as we know it.
For those hesitating to dip their toe into the realm of video marketing, consider the
following statistic from a recent Think with Google study: nearly 50% of internet users
look for videos related to a product or service before visiting a store. Furthermore,
multiple studies suggest that users who actually watched a video are more likely to go
through with the purchase!
So why the shift from traditional marketing to a more video-focused approach? As
HubSpot CEO Brian Halligan states, “the way people do business has changed, and
companies are rising to the challenge to meet consumers where they are.” The vast
majority of these consumers - especially millennials - can be found on mobile devices,
which are fast becoming the prevailing means by which people consume video content
(and every other form of online content, for that matter). Mobile video traffic has
increased dramatically in the last few years - a trend that is expected to continue for
the foreseeable future.
One thing is for certain: if you decide to ignore video marketing, you do so at your own
peril. Marketers across the world unanimously agree on the importance of including
video-specific outreach in their overall strategy - whether they’re selling cars or
conducting internal training sessions. So, it behooves you as a business to find a way
to add it into your daily method of operation.

So what is video marketing? (And what’s it not?)
Put simply, video marketing is the creation of compelling video content, which is used
to promote your product or service. But video marketing is more than just recording
videos and uploading them to your YouTube channel or Facebook page. It engages your
viewers, entertains them, informs them, and inspires them to take some form of action
like sharing your video or visiting your website.
The business of marketing video content requires a well-thought-out strategy, which
integrates with your marketing communications and helps drive your overall
communications and business objectives.
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Successful video content marketing involves a thorough understanding of your target
customers, their needs and behaviours - topped off with a clever distribution strategy
that positions your video in front of them at the right place and at the right time. And
so while shooting videos is relatively easy, creating videos just for the sake of creating
them may actually be more harmful to your business than not having any video at all.
Below, we’ve compiled 101 reasons for investing in a video marketing strategy though to be honest, the list could easily be longer. From YouTube and Facebook Live
to virtual reality and other new technologies, the world of video marketing is big - and
it’s only going to get bigger. As an international leader in the field, APEX Video
Marketing provides the tools and expertise you need to harvest the virtually limitless
possibilities video offers.
This white paper was compiled using a variety of sources, all of which are listed on the
last page of the document.
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SECTION 1

VIDEO MARKETING: THE INDUSTRY’S BIGGEST
DISRUPTOR

Gone are the days when having a website presence was enough to guarantee
conversions. Whether you work for a big corporation or a small business, the
integration of video in your marketing strategy is more than a nice-to-have these days it’s a necessity. Serial entrepreneur Gary Vaynerchuk even calls video marketing the
“single most important strategy in content marketing today.”
Did you know:
1.

63% of consumers watch video at least once a day, and 89% of consumers watch
video on social networks a few times a week or more.

2.

Using the word ‘video’ in an email subject line boosts the open rates by 19%,
according to Syndacast, and a report published by Forrester indicates that
including video in an email leads to a 200-300% increase in click-through rate.

3.

On average, roughly 80% of marketers and small businesses create at least two
videos per month. 48% of marketers surveyed by Animoto say that they create
four or more videos every month.

4.

Unbounce reports that including video on a landing page can increase conversion
by 80%.

5.

According to NIELSEN Wire, 36% of online consumers trust video ads.

6.

Enjoyment of video ads increases purchase intent by 97% and brand association
by 139% according to Unruly.

7.

According to HubSpot, 43% of consumers want more videos from marketers.

8.

Eight out of 10 people will watch an entire video, compared with only two out 10
who will read an entire page of text content.
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9.

Four times as many customers would rather watch a video about a product than
read about it. And a recent industry study concluded that viewers digest
information from video 60,000 times faster than they do text-based information.

Still on the fence about investing in video marketing?
Let’s pivot to the future. Cisco’s Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology
for 2016–2021 contains the following eye-opening predictions:
10.

By 2019, 80% of global Internet consumption will be video content (an increase
of 17% since 2015). In the United States, this statistic rises to 85%.

11.

That percentage doesn’t include Video on Demand, Peer-to-Peer and business
consumption - which, when included, bring numbers up into the 90% range.

12.

Global IP traffic is predicted to reach 2 zettabytes by 2019. (For reference, a
zettabyte is 100 trillion gigabytes.)

13.

Over-the-top (OTT) streaming will play a large part in this exceptional growth, as
4K-resolution video becomes the new standard for consumers.

14.

Another reason for growth: the sheer number of people who will be connected by
2019. Over 3.9 billion Internet users will have Internet access, with the number of
mobile devices being exponentially higher. (Which is why mobile video marketing
is SO important.)

15.

The world will reach three trillion Internet video minutes per month by 2020,
which boils down to roughly one million video minutes every second. It would
take you five million years to watch the amount of video that will cross global IP
networks every single month in 2019.

16.

By 2021, internet video to TV will be 27% of fixed consumer internet video
traffic.

17.

Consumer Video on Demand (VoD) traffic will reach the equivalent of seven
billion DVDs per month by 2019.
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18.

Live Internet video will account for 13% of Internet video traffic by 2021. Live
video will grow 1500% from 2016 to 2021.

While staggering, these statistics are only the tip of the proverbial iceberg. Read on to
explore some of the more dominant themes in video marketing, and how you can
harness the power of video to your business advantage.

Bottom line: Video goes way beyond just cute kittens and babies.
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SECTION 2

B2B BUSINESSES CAN’T AFFORD TO NEGLECT VIDEO
MARKETING

There’s no doubt about it - video marketing delivers measurable value for your
business, by boosting engagement and influencing purchase decisions. Brands and
businesses can now have a closer dialogue with customers on social platforms like
YouTube and Facebook, which provides a more personalised experience. Nowhere is
this more evident than in the automotive industry. Prospective buyers are arming
themselves with the knowledge they need from targeted advertising, virtual
walkthroughs and question-and-answer videos - eliminating the need for multiple
dealership visits and making super-informed decisions about their car purchases.
19.

A new video study by Cox Automotive reports that 65% of consumers consider
video an important part of their car-shopping process.

20.

Vehicles with videos have a 13% Increase in Vehicle Detail Page (VDP) Views on
Autotrader.com.

21.

A Think with Google report published in 2015 determined that 70% of people
who used YouTube as part of their car buying process were influenced by what
they watched.

22.

The same study noted that views on YouTube of test drives, features and options,
and walkthroughs increased by 100% between 2014 and 2015.

23.

More than 40% of shoppers who watched a video about cars or trucks visited a
dealer as a result.

Automotive marketers aren’t the only ones primed to reap the benefits of video
marketing. Here are some other pertinent B2C stats:
24.

Nearly half of internet users search for product- or service-related videos before
visiting a store, according to Google.

25.

A Forrester research survey found that a website with video is six times more
likely to convert a “browser” into a paying customer.
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26.

An average visitor spends 88% more time on a website containing a video than
on a site without one.

27.

90% of users say that seeing a video about a product is helpful in their decision
process.

28.

70% of marketers say video produces more conversions than any other content,
and that video can increase organic traffic from search engines by up to 157%.

29.

Website visitors who view a video will stay an average of two minutes longer and
will be 64% percent more likely to make a purchase than other site visitors.

30.

According to retailers, video increased their sales by 40%. An Australian retailer
reports that real estate listings that include a video receive 403% more inquiries
than those without.

The takeaway: Video is a proven way to boost your selling power and increase
your consumer sales.
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SECTION 3

B2B MARKETERS CAN BENEFIT FROM VIDEO
AS WELL

2017 YouTube data estimates prove that people are using the platform as a learning
tool; educational videos have four times as many views as animal videos.
The upshot: video is about more than just marketing; from a business-to-business and
account-based marketing (ABM) standpoint, it can be effectively used for everything
from training to prospective employee recruitment. Don’t underestimate the trust
factor, either. By educating executives or business people on your product or service,
you gain their confidence, thereby making them more likely to consider your business
for their needs. And with the recent introduction of LinkedIn video (which we’ll discuss
in a little more detail below), you have the opportunity to develop business-specific
content - and deliver it to the users most likely to appreciate it.
Additional food for thought for B2B marketers:
31.

According to Forbes, 59% of executives would rather watch a video than read
text (perhaps because videos are more immediate than text, making them an ideal
medium for those who have a lot to do and a limited amount of time in which to
do it).

32.

Forbes also reports that 65% of executives visit the marketer's website, and 39%
call a vendor after viewing a video.

33.

96% of B2B organizations use video in their marketing campaigns - of which 73%
report positive results on their ROI, according to ReelSEO.

Question: How do you use video to meet your business-to-business marketing
objectives?
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SECTION 4

MOBILE MATTERS
You can’t have a conversation about video marketing without talking about the
extraordinary influence of mobile devices on the industry. According to Zenith’s
October 2017 Mobile Advertising Forecasts report, mobile devices now account for
70% of internet traffic worldwide, and 77% of internet usage in the U.S. Fueled by
advances in technology - as well as the ever-increasing reach of social media and
changes in the way that we, as individuals, express ourselves and relate to others - the
rise of mobile video in recent years has been nothing short of revolutionary.
Consider the following mobile statistics:
34.

The average person checks his or her phone an average of 150 times a day.

35.

A recent Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) study confirms that roughly half of
our digital media consumption takes place on mobile devices (tablets and
smartphones).

36.

The IAB also found that video viewing on mobile devices is very closely related
to video-sharing. In the survey of 200 mobile video viewers, 92% said that they
share mobile video content with others.

37.
38.

39.
40.

41.

Mobile shoppers are three times as likely to watch videos as desktop users.
48% of smartphone users are more likely to buy from companies that provide
instructional video content, and 69% are likely to buy from those that help them
easily find answers to their questions.
57% of smartphone users watch product video in stores, according to Invodo.
82% of smartphone users consult their mobile device for purchases they’re about
to make in stores, and 48% of smartphone users are more likely to buy from
companies that provide instructional video content.
92% of mobile video consumers share videos with others.
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42.

Vertical video advertising is growing in popularity on mobile devices - influenced,
no doubt, by the prevalence of social media apps.

Forward-looking mobile statistics are just as impressive:
43.

An Ericsson report predicts a 55% increase of mobile video traffic year-on-year
until 2020. YouTube reports that mobile video consumption is rising 100% yearly.

44.

Globally, mobile data traffic will increase sevenfold between 2016 and 2021 twice as fast as fixed IP traffic.

45.

Expect to see mobile video ad spending grow by nearly 50% in 2018 (compared
with a 1.5% decline in fixed online video ad spending), according to Recode.

46.

Why? Because mobile video viewing is predicted to increase by 25% in 2018
while video consumption on non-mobile devices is expected to decline. The gap
between mobile and non-mobile video viewing rates is only going to get larger in
coming years, too.

Question: What does this mean for your business?
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SECTION 5

MILLENNIALS MATTER TOO A LOT

Drill down on the demographics behind some of these statistics, and what becomes
abundantly clear is that millennials - especially younger millennials - are leading the
charge on mobile video. The reason for this, according to eMarketer senior analyst Paul
Verna: “Younger millennials who came of age in the YouTube era see digital video as a
pervasive activity that cuts across genres and screens.“ He adds that millennials are
”among the heaviest users of smartphones and tablets”. Some noteworthy millennial
mobile video stats to consider:

47. 96%

of consumers ages 18-34 watch social video a few times a week, and 75% of
millennials watch video at least daily.

48. 48%

of millennials view video solely on their mobile device, and roughly 82% of
millennials say they view social video content on mobile devices most of the time.

49. In

2017, Millennial Internet users spent an average of 223 minutes per day on
mobile devices, up from 188 daily minutes in 2016.

50. A

2013 New York Times survey found that one in three millennials watch mostly
online videos and no broadcast TV, of which 50% watch online videos at least
once daily and 89% at least weekly.

51. 60%

of millennials will watch a company video over reading a newsletter, and
76% follow brands on YouTube.

52. Research

by Google and Ipsos shows that when watching videos on smartphones,
millennials are far less distracted than when watching TV or videos on any other
screen.

53. This

attention has the potential of having a great impact on your business,
according to consumer psychologist Kit Yarrow in his book “Gen BuY”.

The marketing implications here - not only for millennials but for your consumer base
as a whole - are significant. In “Gen BuY”, Kit Yarrow predicts that millennials are
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expected to spend $10 trillion during their lifetimes. Capitalizing on this could pay
huge dividends for your business. Consider, too, what Google refers to as micromoments: “the moments when we turn to a device—often a smartphone—to take
action on whatever we need or want right now.” For those in the market to buy a new
car, for example, their first visit to the showroom is typically preceded by a number of
micro-moments: times when the prospective buyer conducts online research to
determine the best fit for them, based on their needs and available budget. Anticipating
these micro-moments and providing viewers with what they’re looking for before they
even look for them is crucial.

“Younger millennials who came of age in the YouTube
era see digital video as a pervasive activity that cuts
across genres and screens.”
Paul Verna, eMarketer

Millennials are certainly not the only demographic you need to consider when building
your video marketing strategy - especially if your product is geared to an older
audience. Ultimately, however, millennials are the future of video marketing.

The takeaway: You MUST have a successful video strategy in place for every
demographic - especially the millennial market.
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SECTION 6

YOUTUBE STILL REIGNS SUPREME
Founded in 2005 by three PayPal employees, YouTube was purchased by Google in
October 2006. Today, YouTube has over one billion users, generating billions of views
and watching one billion hours of video. It has local versions in more than 88 countries
and is available in 76 different languages. Though it’s second to Facebook in terms of
its popularity as an overall social media platform, it’s the preferred video-specific
platform - by a long shot. What’s more, a 2016 report by Google concluded that
YouTube provides businesses with a higher return on investment than TV advertising
in 77% of the studies they conducted. That’s especially good news for smaller
businesses, who are unable to invest the often prohibitive amount of money required
to secure television advertising; YouTube effectively levels the playing field, giving them
more of an opportunity to compete against larger brands.
The key thing to remember about YouTube (as compared with other social platforms) is
that people visit the site specifically to watch video. While the goal for many viewers is
“to relax” and “to feel entertained” (the top four categories are comedy, music,
entertainment/pop culture, and “how to”), YouTube also helps about 69% of its users
to make a purchase decision. Perhaps this is why HubSpot’s State of Inbound 2017
report notes that 48% of marketers polled intend to increase their presence on
YouTube in 2018. Let’s check out a few other pertinent YouTube statistics:
54. 300

hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute according to
MerchDope.

55. Google

has recommended to advertisers that they shift 24% of their TV budgets
to YouTube.

56. Almost

four times as many people prefer to watch videos on YouTube than other
social platforms that are not video-centric.

57. Worldwide,

over 50% of YouTube views come from mobile devices; in 2016, 75%
of adults watched YouTube on their mobile devices at home.

58. Not

only that, but those who watch videos on YouTube on their mobile devices are
twice as likely to pay close attention compared to TV viewers.
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59. In

the U.S., YouTube reaches more 18-34- and 18-49-year-olds compared to cable
TV (YouTube, 2017) - and mobile YouTube viewing surpasses that of cable
networks. In an average week, YouTube reaches more 18+ adults during prime
time than cable TV.

60. Advanced

technology on the platform enables marketers to target their products
based on apps that consumers have downloaded.

61. Consumers

can - and do - watch YouTube on their TV as well. In fact, the time
consumers spend on watching YouTube on their TV has more than doubled year
over year.

YouTube reports a 40% increase year over year in video advertisers, and a 60% increase
year over year in the average spend for all its top 100 advertisers. Reason enough,
then, to get in the game.

Question: Does your communications strategy include video advertising? If not,
why not? What actions do you need to take to make it happen?
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SECTION 7

FACEBOOK IS A POWER PLAYER, TOO
Originally created for college students in the early 2000s by Mark Zuckerberg (then a
college student himself), Facebook has grown to become the most popular social
media platform on the planet, with over two billion accounts to date; its user base is
projected to grow by roughly 2% per year over the next two years.
Facebook has also established itself as the second-most popular platform on which to
watch video (behind YouTube), with with over eight billion average daily views and 100
million hours of video watched daily.
62. Daily

active users (DAUs) on Facebook were 1.37 billion on average for September
2017, an increase of 16% year-over-year.

63. According

to a recent Animoto survey, 64% of those polled say that watching a
marketing video on Facebook has influenced a purchase decision in the last
month.

64. Digiday

reports that 85% of Facebook video is watched with sound off (which
underscores the importance of captions).

65. 40%

of total video viewing on Facebook is driven by people sharing content, and
not from the original video post.

The big story here, however, is Facebook Live - the platform’s live streaming feature. In
less than two years since its launch, Facebook Live has had an incredibly powerful
impact on the way people use the platform on a daily basis - a manifestation, perhaps,
of an overall shift toward live video.
66. Live

videos continue to generate more engagement than traditional Facebook
video posts. In the last year, the amount of time people spend watching live video
on Facebook has grown four-fold.

67. One

out of every five videos on Facebook is live, and 78% of online audiences are
already watching video on Facebook Live.
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68. On

average, people watch live videos longer than videos on demand. The average
time spent for video on a desktop is 34.5 minutes for Live, versus 2.6 minutes for
video on demand.

69. Live

videos averaged an engagement rate of 4.3% compared to 2.2% of non-live
videos.

70. One

billion people use Facebook Groups each month. 5% of all Facebook Live
broadcasts happen inside Groups - and that figure represents 20% of all Groups’
time on Facebook.

71. 90%

of online viewers think that video quality is the most important aspect of
Facebook Live videos.

As the New York Times noted around the time of Facebook Live’s launch, “videos
represent a potentially transformational form of journalism because they let stories
unfold organically, live, and with the audience able to change the experience.” And as
with YouTube, marketers are continuing the focus their efforts on Facebook in the
coming year.

How is your business taking advantage of Facebook video?
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SECTION 8

TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM ARE GAINING VIDEO
TRACTION

If you’re focusing your video marketing efforts solely on YouTube and Facebook, you’re
missing out on some critical opportunities elsewhere. As HubSpot reports, although
only 25% of marketers are currently investing in video advertising on Twitter and
Instagram, more than 50% say they plan to increase investment on these two
platforms in 2018.
Since its launch in July 2006, Twitter has grown at an exponential rate, becoming one
of the world’s most prolific social networking services. It has over 330,000,000 users
(nearly 40% of whom are millennials), who send out over 500,000 tweets per day.
Twitter is about much more than just “short burst[s] of inconsequential information”, as
co-founder Jack Dorsey once stated. Video has taken hold as a substantial element of
the platform. Consider these statistics:
72. 93%

of video views on Twitter are mobile.

73. Videos

are six times more likely to be retweeted on Twitter than photos, and
three times more likely to receive a retweet than a GIF.

74. According

to its letter to shareholders in February 2017, Twitter reported that it
streamed 800 hours of live video content from a total of 450 events in the first
quarter of 2017, reaching 45 million unique users.

75. Around

50% of Twitter’s live video audience were under the age of 25, and
roughly 33% of total viewers were from outside the U.S.

76. In

the fourth quarter of 2016, ad engagement grew 151% year over year, which
the company said was driven primarily by shifting to video ad impressions.

77. Acquired

by Twitter in 2015, Periscope, the live video streaming app, produces
350,000 of streamed video content daily.
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78. Research

has indicated that video ads in Twitter feeds are twice as memorable
than when found elsewhere; mobile ad recall on twitter was 20% higher versus
the leading video platform tested.

79. Nearly

half the audience tested was able to recall video ads after only one second
of viewing.

Instagram’s reach is perhaps even broader. Founded in 2010, the photo-sharing
application currently boasts an astounding 800 million monthly active users. It was
purchased by Facebook for $1 billion in 2012.

“Instagram is the place to be for video marketers.”
Adam Winograd, Fiverr

In the last couple of years, Instagram’s executives have recognised the vital
importance of video in their offering, and have made huge strides toward beefing up
their video capabilities - from longer video limits to Instagram Stories (which, similar to
Snapchat stories, enables users to post videos that disappear after 24 hours) and
promoted video ads. As Adam Winograd at Fiverr declares, “Instagram is the place to
be for video marketers.”
Peruse these Instagram statistics, and it’s safe to say that he has a point:
80. More

than five million Instagram videos were shared in the 24 hours after the
platform introduced videos.

81. Instagram

reports that users share an average of 95 million photos and videos

per day.
82. Sponsored

Instagram videos receive three times as many comments as
sponsored Instagram photos.

83. According

to a L2 report, 5.2 million people viewed brand-created Instagram
videos during the first quarter of 2017.
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84. Over

33% of Instagram users have used their mobile device to purchase a
product online.

Twitter and Instagram may not get quite the amount of attention that YouTube and
Facebook Live get, but that’s no reason to ignore them. In fact, doing so could
seriously hamper your chances of competing with other marketers.

What are you doing to incorporate Instagram and Twitter into your video
marketing strategy?
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SECTION 9

WHATSAPP AND SNAPCHAT HAVE HUGE VIDEO
MARKETING POTENTIAL

In addition to increasing or maintaining their YouTube and Facebook video presence,
marketing professionals recently polled by HubSpot expressed a desire to capitalise on
opportunities provided by the WhatsApp and Snapchat messaging apps.
Founded in 2011, Snapchat is based on the principle of sharing messages and photos
that are only available for a short period of time before disappearing - which may be
one of the reasons why marketers have been unsure as to how they could best utilise
the platform. But there are plenty of extremely effective ways to reach the roughly 178
million people who actively use the platform on a daily basis - from story replies and
customisable geofilters to targeted content and ads. It’s great for instant and raw
footage, and for marketers trying to reach a younger demographic.
If you’re still unconvinced about the potential of Snapchat video marketing, these facts
and figures might change your mind:
85. Snapchat

receives 10 billion mobile video views a day - an over 350% increase
since 2015.

86. On

average, one million snaps (photos and videos) are created every day.

87. 18%

of social media users in the U.S. are on Snapchat.

88. 71%

of Snapchat users are under 34 years old.

89. On

average, 60% of Snap Ads are watched with the sound turned on.

90. The

total spend on Snapchat ads is expected to increase to $767 billion by 2020.

91. 55%

of Snapchat users report that they follow one or more brands or businesses
on the platform (Source: Aytm)

92. Over

50% of Snapchat users will open a brand's story, and 85% of those who open
the story will watch the entire thing.
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Initially released in 2009, WhatsApp is a mobile messaging service (though it can be
used on a desktop as well). It allows you to send text messages, photos and video - as
well as to make VoIP phone calls - to the contacts in your phone. WhatsApp was
purchased by Facebook in 2014 for a whopping $19 billion; it’s the top messaging app
in over 55% of the world, and a very close second to Facebook Messenger everywhere
else.
If that isn’t enough to get you thinking about how to leverage the marketing potential
of WhatsApp, consider these stats:
93. WhatsApp

has over 1.3 billion monthly users and one billion daily users.

94. According

to GlobalWebIndex, WhatsApp is the most frequently used social
platform – with 58% of its users online more than once a day.

95. The

platform’s Status feature (similar to Snapchat Stories) has 250 million daily
active users.

96. Many

people in certain countries consider WhatsApp to be one of their primary
news sources.

Though they may be considered by some marketers as unchartered territory, the
numbers behind Snapchat and WhatsApp provide compelling reasons for giving these
platforms a closer look.

Are you ready to explore the potential rewards of Snapchat and WhatsApp video
marketing?
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S E C T I O N 10

LINKEDIN JOINS THE VIDEO PARTY
LinkedIn is relatively new to the video game - even though everyone’s favorite
professional social networking site is one of the older services out there, having been
around since 2003. The desire for business-focused video certainly exists, though research from Cisco Systems found that 75% of business executives watch workrelated video weekly. In an effort to capitalise on that interest, LinkedIn rolled out
video functionality to its users in August of 2017.
LinkedIn Videos can run up to 10 minutes long, and include numbers for views, likes
and shares. Unlike other video platforms, however, LinkedIn also provides viewer
information including where they work and their job titles - a huge advantage for
marketers in determining who they’re reaching.
Plans for 2018 include the rollout of autoplay video ads - first from a select group of
brands, and then from any marketers who purchase advertising on the platform.
Just announced in March 2018, LinkedIn introduces native video advertising and
video on company pages.
At last count, LinkedIn had roughly 530 million users, and it’s widely considered one of
the industry’s most important databases for highly targeted B2B marketing - so there
are likely some amazing opportunities to be had here. Plus, LinkedIn’s relatively recent
acquisition by Microsoft is a testament to how much faith Microsoft has in the
platform and their commitment to encouraging and financing its further development.

How would you envisage using video as part of your targeted B2B
communications on LinkedIn?
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S E C T I O N 11

ANY OTHER APPS WORTH MENTIONING?
Actually, yes - musical.ly. Created in 2014 by Alex Zhu and Lulu Yang, this platform is
geared specifically toward video creation and live streaming (though it offers a
messaging component as well). Users can create and post videos ranging in length from
15 seconds to one minute, and pair their video with music. In just a few years,
musical.ly has amassed over 200 million users - 75% of whom are female, and 64% of
whom are under the age of 24.
Video marketing on musical.ly is still in its earliest stages, so it’s a bit too soon to tell
how much impact it could have in your overall strategy. But it’s well worth considering,
especially if your brand demographic is young and female.
Another video provider to watch: Amazon. One of the world’s largest e-commerce
platforms, Amazon is also becoming a major player in the video sphere, with its Prime
Video offering, which has 10 original shows set to debut in 2018 - not to mention
Amazon Sumerian, which enables users to build 3D and virtual reality (VR) videos. And
Amazon Prime Video subscriber numbers are supposed to exceed 60 million
worldwide by 2020 - not an insignificant number by any means.
Amazon purchased Whole Foods in 2017 for nearly $14 billion, and many experts
predict another huge acquisition is on the cards for the company in 2018. Given
Amazon’s broad overall reach, it’s no surprise that the brand’s video offering is
increasing as well.

Don’t overlook these growing video platforms when assessing your marketing
strategy.
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S E C T I O N 12

VIRTUAL REALITY/360-DEGREE VIDEO WILL REDEFINE
THE MARKETING LANDSCAPE

We’ve mentioned virtual reality (VR) video above - but how much do you currently
know about it? If the answer is “not much”, then you’re not alone - but that’s about to
change, and in a very big way. Far from being just a buzz phrase or a gimmick, VR and
360-degree video is one of the most exciting things ever to happen to video - and
major brands like Walmart and Amazon are betting on it becoming a total gamechanger in coming years. In fact, a recent AdVRtas case study predicts that virtual and
augmented reality video traffic will increase 2000% over the next several years, at a
compound annual growth rate of 82%. And VR/360 videos are favored on YouTube
and Facebook algorithms - further proof of the importance that leading video platforms
are placing on this technology.
Imagine engaging with your target audience on a hyper-involved level, providing them
with an immersive experience that is comparable to (or perhaps even better than)
shopping for a product in person. Viewers can take a seat behind the wheel of a car for
a test drive, or enjoy a virtual tour of a new house and imagine what it would be like to
live there. Whether you’re selling clothing, furniture or automobiles, VR video allows
you to reach prospective buyers in ways you never imagined - transcending twodimensional imagery and bringing your product to life.
The potential power of VR is not lost on consumers, either. Some compelling VR/360
stats to consider:
97. Reports

predict that the number of active VR users will exceed 170 million by

2018.
98. Over

41% of adults surveyed expressed an interest in learning more about and
trying VR.

99. 98%

of Americans surveyed by AdVRtas said they believed that 360 video was a
“more exciting” method of recording events than any other video technology.

100.

YouTube’s VR channel currently has over 2,800,000 subscribers.
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According to a BI Intelligence report, global VR headset shipments will increase
to over 55 million by 2022.

101.

While the advantages of VR and 360-degree video in retail marketing are undisputed,
the technology lends itself well to other applications as well. Take, for example, the
New York Times’ recent “Displaced” documentary, which detailed the heartbreaking
effects that war has on the children whose homes it destroys. While not a marketing
campaign, the documentary, which was distributed to one million NYT subscribers
(along with one million free Google Cardboards with which to view it), drove home the
devastation of this issue in a way that went far beyond simple words.

There’s no better time to discover virtual reality and 360-degree video
technology than now.
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THE BOTTOM LINE
By now, you’ve hopefully been convinced of the need to invest in video marketing for
your business. So how do you begin? While it may seem somewhat overwhelming, the
formula for successful video marketing is actually rather simple. It all boils down to two
things: great

video content and distribution.

Let’s start with the obvious: video content. Great video content educates, entertains,
and inspires. As with everything else, quality matters. Videos that don’t resonate with
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your viewers and entice them to learn more about your product are worse than simply
ineffective - they could be harmful to your brand. Case in point: According to VINDICO,
80% of online video ads are abandoned within the first half of the ad. Another study by
Animoto indicates that, if faced with a marketing video that they didn’t like, 39% of
respondents would never watch a video from that brand again, 31% would choose not
to purchase the product, and 24% would unfollow the brand.

So what do you do?
These are cautionary statistics - but they are by no means reasons to shy away from
video marketing. Rather, they simply reiterate the need for a video content strategy
that works. If you’re unsure how to craft that strategy, it might be in your best interest
to turn to an expert. At APEX Video Marketing, we create videos using a proven
formula to maximise viewability, ensuring that your business gets the biggest bang for
its buck.
Compelling video content is just half of the equation. What’s next? Perhaps you’ve
heard the famous quote from Jonathan Perelman, Head of Digital Ventures at ICM
Partners (and the former VP of Motion Pictures at Buzzfeed): “Content is king, [but]
distribution is queen, and she wears the pants.” In other words, it’s not enough to
create great video content; you need to make sure you’re distributing it to the right
people via the right channels. APEX Video Marketing campaigns deliver on that
principle. We know what it takes to get your business seen, and our video-first strategy
provides a solid foundation on which to integrate ALL of your communications.

Ready to get started?
We see video marketing as more than just a fast-growing trend - it’s an industry that’s
here to stay. We keep our finger on the pulse of latest developments, so that we can
provide you with bespoke video marketing solutions that are in line with the needs of
your business objectives and your target audience - and that strive to deliver tangible
results and a return on your investment.
Take advantage of our FREE introductory consultation. We’ll provide you insights that
show you how to take your video presence to a higher level.
Stay informed and get ahead of the game by signing up to get exclusive notifications to
our live broadcasts for the latest video marketing news, tips and tricks. Subscribe to
our YouTube channel and Follow us on Facebook.
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About us
At APEX Video Marketing, we do more than just make videos.
We create unforgettable videos in multiple languages for multiple industries and
implement powerful video marketing strategies that get your business seen. Our videos
convert - they educate, entertain, and inspire your viewers to take action. Our success
is the result of following a specific video content formula.
We are a growing international video marketing agency consisting of highly talented
professionals each skilled in their craft ready to do what it takes to make your vision
come to life. We are strategically located in Switzerland and positioned in the centre of
Europe to reach out to multiple markets. We specialise in automotive video marketing,
food and entertainment, but have the skills to serve other industries. The principles of
appealing to people with video remain the same either way.
As experts in video marketing, we free up your valuable time so that you can keep
doing what you do best! We lead the entire video marketing process for you - from
putting together a video marketing strategy, producing high value videos, launching
your video marketing and advertising campaign, to monitoring and analyzing campaign
results, and implementing best practices for follow-up campaigns. We also optimise
existing YouTube channels and video content in multiple languages and can help
manage your channel on an ongoing basis as part of a monthly service agreement.
Tolis Dokianos is the founder and owner of APEX Video Marketing. He is a skilled
professional who speaks seven languages and has managed multi-million dollar
marketing and advertising campaigns. Tolis offers keen insight, years of experience and
a passion for perfection.

It’s time to stand out.
Have you thought about integrating video into your marketing communications? Don’t
know where to start? Or, do you already have a video presence but want to get more
results?
Let’s talk! No strings attached.
Visit our website at www.ApexVideoMarketing.com.
Fill in our contact form and we’ll provide you with a free analysis and a few tips to get
you on the right track!
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